
Modeling and Computation with L�evy RFsRobert L. WolpertVersion 23, latex'd Marh 1, 20121 MotivationA ommon exible way to onstrut stationary time series (disrete-timestohasti proesses) is to begin with an iid sequene f�i : i 2 Zg from anarbitrary distribution and a suitable set fbig of oeÆients and setf(i) :=X bi�j�jfor i 2 Z. These \moving average" or MA proesses may be used as priordistributions for unertain funtions on (any subset of) Z; their means,ovarianes, h.f.s, et. are all easily omputed from those of the f�ig.A natural extension of this idea to ontinuous time would be to setf(t) := ZR b(t� s)�(ds)for a suitable funtion b and random measure �(ds). The analogue of \iid"for the f�ig above is that �(ds) should assign independent random variablesto disjoint sets, whose distributions are translation-invariant.The requirements that�(A) ?? �(B) �(t+B) � �(B)for disjoint A, B and t 2 R imply that �t � ��(0; t℄� is an SII proess. Thisan be extended immediately to non-stationarity (replaing b(t � s) withk(t; s), not neessarily a funtion only of (t� s)), and beyond R for both tand (separately) for s.
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1 or retangle in R

2 (or any other Polishspae) and onsider the problem of estimating some unknown funtion f :X ! R, from noisy measurementsYi ind� No�f(xi); 1�; i 2 Iat spei�ed design points fxigi2I with known variane (say, one)1. One wayto proeed is to model the unertain funtion f(x) with a \LARK" model(Wolpert et al. 2011) for the prior. In that approah one hooses a familyof basis or kernel funtions suh ask(x; !) = e��(x��)1f�<xgon X � 
 for some onvenient spae 
 (here ! = (�; �) 2 
 = X � R+, forloations � 2 X and deay rates � � 0) and represents f(x) in the formf(x) =X �jk(x; !j) (1a)as a linear ombination of the kernel funtions with random oeÆients �jand parameters !j (typially determining the loation and shape)| or, alittle more generally, the form = Z
 k(x; !) �(d!) (1b)for a random measure �(d!) on some Polish spae 
. Choose a familyfk(�; !)g to make (1a) eÆient.The original motivation (mimiing MA time series| see Setion (1))led to ID random measures �(d!) on R; even in the present more generalsetting (where X and 
 are arbitrary \lb" spaes, not neessarily R, andwhere k(x; !) need not be of onvolution form), it's onvenient to onsidermeasures �(d!) that assign independent ID random variables to disjoint setsin 
. One way to ahieve that is to selet a L�evy measure �(d� d!) on R�
that satis�es ZR�K �1 ^ j�j� �(d� d!) <1 (2)1In fat, any measurement error model will do| all we need is a family of distributionsg(dy j �) for Y , ompletely determined by some parameter �, all with density funtions(\likelihoods", for us) g(y j �). In our nonlinear regression ontext, the parameter � istaken to be an unertain funtion f(xi) of the explanatory variable vetor x.Modeling & Computation Page 2 Marh 1, 2012Modeling & Computation Page 2 Marh 1, 2012Modeling & Computation Page 2 Marh 1, 2012
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, onstrut a Poisson randommeasureH � Po��(d� d!)�on R� 
, and set f(x) = Z
 k(x; !) �(d!)= ZR�
 k(x; !) � H(d� d!): (3)This will of ourse have h.f.E exp fi!f(x)g = exp�ZR�
 �ei!k(x;!) � � 1� �(d� d!)� (4)from whih means, varianes, et. are available; also, this shows that thedistribution of f(x) itself is also ID. For example, we an arrange for �(A) �Ga(�(A); �) for some �-�nite measure �(d!) on 
, some � > 0, and allA � 
 of �nite �-measure by taking�(d� d!) = �(d!)e�����11f�>0gd�:If k(x; !) = b1B(x; !) is onstant on some set B in R�
 and zero elsewherethen f(x) will have a Gamma distribution too (�gure out the parameters),but in general it would be a linear ombination of Gammas with di�erentrate parameters.Or, we an arrange for �(A) � StA��; �; (A); Æ(A)� for some onstants0 < � < 1 and �1 � � � 1 and �-�nite measures (d!) and Æ(d!) by taking�(d� d!) = �(1 + � sgn �)�j�j�1��d� (d!)for � = 1��(�) sin ��2 , in whih ase f(x) will have an �-stable distributiontoo (�nd the parameters; note that if Æ 6= 0 we must add the non-randomo�set R
 k(x; !)Æ(d!) to Eqn (1b)).SO, think of f as the sum Eqn (1a), with a random number of termseah of whih has a random oeÆient �j and attribute (loation, shape,et.) !j .2.1 Generating f from the Prior DistributionIf � is �nite then Eqn (3) already shows just how to draw random funtionsf from this distribution. For in�nite �, both approximation methods we'vedisussed in lass will work| either draw the �j in monotonially dereasingorder of absolute value using the ILM algorithm, or �x a \ut-o�" � > 0 andModeling & Computation Page 3 Marh 1, 2012Modeling & Computation Page 3 Marh 1, 2012Modeling & Computation Page 3 Marh 1, 2012
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Figure 1: Top: sample draw from �(dt) � Ga(� dt; �) random measureon unit interval [0; 1℄, with � = 10, � = 1. Middle: SII Gamma proessXt = �(0; t℄. Bottom: Stationary LARK proess f(t) = R t0 e��(t�s)�(ds),with � = 10.approximate f by f � based on the �nitely-many (say, J�) mass points of Hon B� � 
. The martingale methods we've used for omputing bounds onthe approximation errors arry through.More interesting is:2.2 Posterior DistributionsConsider a data-set f(xi; Yi)gi2I with the iid Normal error model desribedabove. If we �x a spae 
, a kernel k(x; !), and a L�evy measure �(d� d!),we have a omplete Bayesian model for f . How an we �nd the posteriordistribution?Usually in Bayesian analysis we begin with some observation vetorY (we've got one!) and a parametri family of probability distributionsff(y j �)g for Y (still okay| the iid normal model), indexed by a parame-ter vetor � from some set � of possible values (uh oh, what's � here?). Thenwe need a prior probability distribution �(d�) on � (all this ID distributionstu� must have something to do with that, right?), and must do some in-Modeling & Computation Page 4 Marh 1, 2012Modeling & Computation Page 4 Marh 1, 2012Modeling & Computation Page 4 Marh 1, 2012



STA 357 Stohasti Proesses R L WolpertSTA 357 Stohasti Proesses R L WolpertSTA 357 Stohasti Proesses R L Wolperttegration (or simulation) to evaluate (or draw samples from) the posteriordistribution.Nonparametri Bayesian analysis is more involved beause the spae �is big and sometimes unwieldy, and the business of building priors on bigsets � is more hallenging.What is � here? Somehow it's the spae of \all possible regressionfuntions f", but we'll need to be muh more expliit and spei�.For the � approximations to the LARK models above, eah possible f �is determined by:� J�, the number of terms to inlude in the sum Eqn (1a);� f�jgj�J�, the magnitudes of the terms;� f!jgj�J�, the attributes of the terms.The set of all possible values \�" of this form is:� = [1J=0�R� 
�J ;the union over all possible values of J (inluding zero) of all the on�gura-tions with exatly J terms.Now we need to speify the prior density on �, evaluate the likeli-hood funtion on �, and implement an MCMC sheme to draw repliatedsamples from the posterior distribution. For that, take a look at the lassnotes \mh.pdf", Metropolis-Hastings for L�evy Random Fields.
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